
Hello MEC....
 
Hotel world has been busy as usual.  Our last roundtable with the Company was on January 9, 2013. AFAs roundtable was 
very productive.  IT issues are usually first on the list so AE IT person, Linda Hawkes can listen and then leave.  The "proxy" 
box that pops up when you sign into CrewCare (airport sets) will either disappear all together OR will have very clear 
instructions as to what needs to be entered (employee number and Jetnet password).
We moved on to a recap of the latest problem properties and calendar of upcoming site visits.
Our Crew Hotel Mgr, Jennifer Pippin, along with Shane Spillman (ORD) visited LAX on 1/29.  Our crews had been housed 
at the Holiday Inn LAX on Century Blvd, very near the airport.  This is a substandard area, lots of panhandling and crime.  
The hotel itself was having issues with labor organizing efforts and crew rest was being disrupted.  We'd moved temporarily 
to the Radisson (same neighborhood) and the crews were much happier there.  A permanent home still needs to be found.  I, 
along with my friends at ALPA, contacted our counterparts at many many other airlines to get some more information about 
hotels and areas for the LAX layover.  We sent all these suggestions to AE but very few were actually interested.  The market 
in LA is very full and only a few properties are still looking for crew business. Transportation for our crews has also been a 
problem here as the city regulates and controls all the airport traffic.   Negotiations should begin this week with the hotel and 
a concrete decision should be made in the next couple weeks.  Crews will remain at the Radisson until then.
MHK:  this property has not met with contract minimums and AFA is looking to move ASAP
DCA:  the van will run every 30 minutes and have a scheduled run to area food/entertainment each day
YYZ:  will set up a scheduled run to area food/entertainment
CMH:  will review after BK.  we have 40-50 rooms/night so not many hotels want ALL our business.  crews will probably be 
split long/short no matter which hotels we choose
RDU: reviewed 1/22/13
DFW:  food and local interests will be provided with sign-in sheet
EWR:  Tough decision here.  The last crew in takes a taxi (1:15am) to the hotel.  All other crews must take train from 
terminal to P4 and then get the hotel van.  This results in an hour or more from aircraft to hotel.  We have found another 
property that is able to pick up our crews at the curb, BUT it's a lesser hotel with few food options and not much around.  
This will be a very difficult decision and I am asking for your input. 
PHL:  complaints have dropped here once we moved back to the Wyndham.  After the Best Western I guess they appreciate 
the Wyndham and what they offer.  We are working with them to make sure they have some type of food available during the 
lunchtime hours.
LGA:  The review resulted in a few great properties but at a cost, so the crews will remain at the LGA Plaza until further 
notice.
LRD:  renewed for 2 years.  This one is also difficult in that it poses some security issues and we need to be a minimum 
number of miles from the border (per JSC).  There is much more to do there since we moved in and more being built. 
DEN:  Currently on AFAs list to be reviewed.  The hotel is not great and the van is unreliable.  Downtown is VERY far so 
staying near the airport is necessary, but I'm hoping to find a better property.
 
In the last month or so a new page on Facebook has popped up.  Its called "what to do on Eagle overnights"...this was not 
sanctioned by AFA.  In fact, we discussed this at our last MEC meeting in Oct and decided it was not in the best interest of 
our crews safety and security to have that type of information available on line.  It is available on CrewCare.  I've asked 
repeatedly for folks NOT to write hotel specifics on this page and have gathered all the information I could find from this 
page and will organize and submit to API to be added to the CrewCare pages.  I will continue to do this once a month.  These 
CrewCare pages are ours and we can add just about anything we like (barring booze deals).  I have also asked all my Chairs 
to gather this information as well and send to me by Feb15 to relay to API.  I want to make these pages something we use and 
enjoy.
I am also working on a reminder campaign re CrewCare so all crew members know how to navigate the API site and have 
access to all the information. 
 
Recent Contracts Signed:
LIT  Crowne Plaza resigned
MLI move to Radisson 2/1
DSM Sheraton resigned
STL Sheraton Clayton
COU Holiday Inn
NAS Hilton Colonial
OMA Doubletree
 
 
Upcoming visits/sourcing:
PIT
CRP
HOU
BDL
LEX
CSG



IND
SDF
SJT
Expiring contracts (may be visited or resigned)
JSK
LCH
CLL
FDF

There are lots of changes headed our way in the new year.  With LAX closing and SJU having no aircraft after 3/31, Republic 
moving into ORD and ExpressJet moving into DFW, I see lots of uncertainty. 
Republic routes have not been announced.  ExpressJet flights are as follows:
MKE  AE 1 AA 2 XJ1
LIT     AE 2 AA 3 XJ1
ABI   AE 8   XJ 1
DRO  AE 1   XJ 1
MAF  AE 2   XJ 3
SJT   AE 3   XJ 1
TXK   AE 2   XJ 1
HOU  AE 4   XJ 3
TYS   AE 2   XJ 1
VPS  AE 2   XJ 2
AMA  AE 2   XJ 4
BRO  AE 2   XJ 1
CLL  AE 3   XJ 1
BTR  AE 6   XJ 1
SHV  AE1   XJ 6*
BPT  AE 1  XJ 2
FAR  AE 0   XJ 1
COU  AE 1   XJ 0
total for XJ 31
* SHV is mtx base
 
 
We'll have to wait and see what 2013  holds for us.  I and my Chairs will continue to work hard for our Flight Attendants, and 
hold the company to their promise that " quality of hotel and union standards will not be compromised" because of the 
bankruptcy and renegotiations of all vendor contracts.
 
All In,
                
Julie Lusk
MEC Hotel Chair
LEC 26052 Hotel Representative
jlusk@afaeagle.com
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